Sustainable Growth Programme for Finland
The key to Finnish recovery and resilience
Timetable for RRP preparations

- **Coordination group between ministries set up**
  - Sept

- **Consultations with stakeholders**
  - Oct–Nov

- **Report to Parliament**
  - Nov

- **Ministerial Steering Group set up**
  - Jan

- **Feedback from Parliament; Prioritisation**
  - Feb

- **Preliminary RRP published**
  - Mar

- **Final RRP published**
  - Apr
Underlying challenges in the Finnish economy

Global challenge: Climate change

Productive investments are stuck at a low level

Employment rate remains too low

Productivity developments lag behind

Ageing hits Finland earlier and heavier than others

Structural weaknesses in Finland
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RRP priorities for economic, social and environmental sustainability

**Green transition** accelerates economic restructuring towards a carbon-neutral welfare society

**Digitalisation** and the data economy boost productivity and competitiveness and make services accessible to people

Well-functioning **labour markets and higher skill levels** are preconditions for sustainable growth

Reform of the **social and health care services** is necessary for improved access to services and cost-efficient service production in an ageing society